Abstract. We report a new two-channel fluorescence microscopy technique for surface-generated fluorescence. The realized fluorescence microscope allows high resolution imaging of aqueous samples. The core element of the instrument is a parabolic mirror objective that is used to collect the fluorescence at large surface angles above the critical angle of the water/glass interface. An aspheric lens, incorporated into the solid parabolic element, is used for diffraction-limited laser focusing and for collecting fluorescence at low angles with respect to the optical axis. By separated collection of the fluorescence emitted into supercritical and subcritical angles, two detection volumes strongly differing in their axial resolution are generated at the surface of a glass cover slip. The collection of supercritical angle fluorescence ͑SAF͒ results in a strict surface confinement of the detection volume, whereas collecting below the critical angle allows gathering the fluorescence emitted several microns deep inside the sample. Consequently, the signals from surface-bound and unbound diffusing fluorescent molecules can be obtained simultaneously.
Introduction
Fluorescence microscopy is one approach for single molecule detection ͑SMD͒ and is particularly suitable to obtain information about dynamic processes with high spectral and temporal resolution. 1, 2 Confocal optics is a widely used technique for SMD due to its excellent signal-to-background ratio and the high count rate obtainable per molecule. A wellestablished confocal method to study biomolecular interactions in solution is fluorescence correlation spectroscopy ͑FCS͒. 3 However, many bioanalytical applications, such as heterogeneous immunoassays, 4 DNA assays, 5 and cell experiments 6 on solid substrates, involve fluorescence detection in close proximity to interfaces.
On this account, total internal reflection fluorescence ͑TIRF͒ microscopy has been established for investigating surface fluorescence with negligible background interference from unbound, freely diffusing molecules in solution. 6, 7 In this technique, the illumination above the critical angle produces an evanescent excitation field that extends into the sample volume between one to several hundred nanometers. Fluorescence imaging at interfaces has been achieved using prism-type [8] [9] [10] [11] and objective-type TIRF microscopy. [11] [12] [13] [14] The latter is often preferred because of its higher fluorescence collection efficiency and it is more user friendly.
Focusing the light beam above the critical angle of a high numerical aperture objective ͑Ͼ1.4͒ does, however, present some technical difficulties. 15, 16 One impediment for combining TIRF excitation with confocal optics is that microscope objectives of high numerical apertures do not usually perform submicron focusing of the illumination at the surface incident at supercritical angles. [14] [15] [16] As a consequence, the illumination of a large surface area can be unfavorable for some applications because it can increase the photobleaching processes substantially. 15 To improve the focus at the glass/water interface for the objective-type TIRF excitation, an annulus illumination has been used. 17, 18 Such illumination at large angles does, however, create a complicated excitation volume at the interface with strong concentric side-lobes.
To achieve a TIRF excitation of submicrometer size, an element is required that works at diffraction-limited performance, even at very large illumination angles. On this account, we have recently introduced a parabolic mirror objective ͑PMO͒ that allows diffraction-limited high-aperture optics, as required in scanning confocal TIRF microscopy. 19, 20 A cone of captured angles up to 80 deg can be used that enables the collection of surface-generated fluorescence with a high suppression of the background noise. As a consequence, the PMO optical elements are highly efficient tools for fluorescence biochemical applications at the water/glass interface. [21] [22] [23] [24] By using the PMO in TIRF excitation geometry, one causes a probe depth of the order of ϳ /6 at the glass/ water interface and consequently prevents the observation of fluorophores in solution.
Here, we present a different optical PMO configuration as an efficient fluorescence collection element at the interface and simultaneously in the solution. In contrast to high-angle excitation, the present optical geometry achieves its surface detection confinement by collecting the fluorescence at very high angles, exceeding the critical angle for total internal reflection at the water/glass interface. The excellent surface selectivity is obtained on the basis of the dipole emission profile near a dielectric interface. 25 Its angular distribution is a superposition of the traveling and evanescent waves. Propagating waves can be recorded in the far field at angles smaller than the critical angle for total internal reflection, and are sometimes called "allowed light." Consequently, dipoles located more than a decay length of the evanescent field from the interface will only participate with their traveling waves in the far-field detection. When the emitting dipole is in close proximity to a dielectric interface, the evanescent waves can couple to the medium with higher refractive index at angles above the critical angle. Such emission modes, called "forbidden light," 26, 27 can be converted into traveling waves via total internal reflection at the parabola/air interface, and subsequently recorded in the far field. 28, 29 Hence, this is a practical substitute to TIRF geometry, which was referred to as the supercritical angle fluorescence ͑SAF͒ collection method. 30 Using a subcritical angle excitation, the PMO objective described here has the ability to record both emission modes with two separated detection channels simultaneously. Thus, the system can provide information of the surface-bound and the unbound fraction of freely diffusing fluorophores at the same time. The following sections experimentally demonstrate the performance of the two parallel detection channels fluorescence microscope based on a resourceful parabolic mirror objective. Its optical resolution, imaging properties, and detection efficiency down to the single molecule level are discussed.
Supercritical Angle Fluorescence Microscope: Description and Performance
The theoretical description of the microscope using ray tracing calculations and a schematic presentation of how the system can be implemented were presented lengthily in a previous paper. 30 In this section, we describe the main parts of the microscope with attention for the major technical implementations in detail.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . A pulsed diode laser beam ͑635 nm, 50 ps, 80 MHz͒ coupled to a single-mode optical fiber and 1-mm waist collimated with an aspheric lens was used as excitation light. The laser beam is redirected with a dichroic mirror ͑XF2035, Omega Optical͒ and further enlarged by a factor of 6 using a beam expander. The expanded beam overfills the back aperture of the aspheric lens L4, which acts as an objective that focuses the excitation light at the surface of the sample. The aspheric lens objective was fixed on a hollow micrometer screw and embedded into the parabolic mirror.
With this mechanical approach, the aspheric lens relocates along the optical axis for fine adjustment in a range of a few micrometers. This aspheric lens is designed to focus a collimated light beam into a diffraction-limited spot through a glass window of 1.2 mm thickness. In this case, the window consists of a 1.05-mm-thick bridge-like top planar surface at the parabolic mirror center in addition to a 0.15-mm-thick microscope glass cover slip. These two parallel surfaces are connected with a very thin film of microscope oil ͑Merck immersion oil͒ to minimize the optical aberrations due to refractive index mismatch at the interfaces. The aspheric objective collects the fluorescence as in epifluorescence microscope geometries 31 in a range of angles between 0 and 24 deg ͑0.62 numerical aperture͒, which amounts to approximately 6% of the overall emitted fluorescence.
It passes the dichroics D1 and D2 and is subsequently refocused onto the sensitive area of a photodiode ͑ASL channel, APD-1͒, ͑SPCM-AQR 13, Perkin-Elmer, Canada͒.
We used a PMO made from Zeonex with a focal length of 7.1 mm ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. The outer diameter limits the minimum angle collection to 62 deg, which is above the critical angle of ϳ61 deg for the water/glass interface, whereas an opaque aperture beneath the PMO limits the angle collections under 75 deg. An antireflex layer was deposited on the underside face of the PMO to diminish the loss of the collected light. Approximately 34% of the overall fluorescence is emitted above the critical angle, but only ϳ2% above 75 deg. 26 Thus, the PMO collects most of the emitted fluorescence above the critical angle ͑ϳ32% ͒ and significantly suppresses the scattered light arising from angles beyond 75 deg. The light emitted into the lower half-space is transformed in a parallel beam through total internal reflection at the parabola/air interface. Subsequently, it is refocused by the 300-mm focal distance achromatic lens L3 onto a second avalanche photodiode ͑SAF channel, APD-2͒. A combination of bandpass and long-pass interference filters ͑Semrock, USA͒ was used in front of both detectors to reject the Rayleigh and Raman scattered light. The small diameter photosensitive area of the detectors acts as a confocal detection aperture. 32 The photon counts of the two avalanche photodiodes were fed into a router ͑PRT 400, PicoQuant͒ and consequently recorded with a time-correlated single photon counting ͑TCSPC͒ card ͑TimeHarp 200͒ in a "time-tagged time-resolved" mode ͑TTTR͒. 33 As a result, the microscopic time ͑50-ps resolution͒ and the macroscopic time ͑100-ns resolution͒ of arriving photons are recorded and can be subsequently analyzed with respect to the lifetime dynamics or intensity trajectories of single molecules. 34 Scanning the sample was achieved by sliding the cover slip mounted on a metallic holder with a microscope stage ͑ScanIm 120ϫ 100, Märzhäuser, Germany͒ over the front face of the PMO. All optical components are mounted below the cover slip, leaving free access to the sample from above.
The capillary forces keep the vertical position of the glass cover slip constant ͑submicron range͒ for sizeable lateral movements. This is due to a significant contact area between the cover slip and the upper surface of the PMO ͑5 cm 2 ͒ by means of the microscope oil film. In this respect, scanning large areas ͑ϳ1 cm 2 ͒ is possible without a dynamic focusing control of the objective lens as often needed in confocal microscopes. 33, 35 The laser focus at the glass/air interface is obtained by moving the expander lens L1 along the optical axis with a motorized linear stage M1, whereas the distance between the beam expander lens L2, and the objective was kept fixed. The position and shape of the detected volume element for the ASL channel ͑APD-1 detector͒ are not affected by the optical adjustment for small variations in cover slip thicknesses. The image focus position of the objective lens in this optical geometry rests unaffected in the proper plane of the confocal detection, like in conventional epifluorescence microscopes. 35 Using the light back reflection from the cover slip air interface, a charge-coupled device ͑CCD͒ camera and a TV card are used to control the focus position at the sample surface.
A different approach is needed for the SAF channel ͑APD-2 detector͒. When the vertical position of the glass/air interface is shifted by different thicknesses of the cover slips, the SAF focused image moves along the optical axis of the achromatic lens L3. A second motorized linear stage M2 relocates the detector APD-2 to the SAF image focal point. Custom-written software drives the two motorized linear stages in a closed loop control, moving the expander lens L1 with 1 mm and the SAF detector with 0.18 mm, respectively, for every micron deviation of the cover slip from the standard thickness of 150 m. The fluorescence detection efficiency of the system depends on the fraction of the emitted light in the range of captured angles and the transmission efficiency of other optical elements employed in the system. Hence, for the SAF channel, the detection efficiency is found to be 16%, while for the inner ASL channel, the overall detection efficiency amounts to approximately 2.5%.
Results and Discussions
The two fluorescence optical detection channels have detection volumes of completely different shapes along the optical axis. The ASL channel gives access to the light emission from deep inside the analyte solution ͑ϳ2.5 m͒, whereas the SAF channel acquires the emission of fluorophores located very close to the glass/water interface ͑ϳ130 nm͒. 30 Therefore, two scanned images can be performed simultaneously, giving information from far-and near-field emission of the fluorophores. We used a low concentration aqueous solution of fluorescent beads ͑FluoroSphere, dark red, Molecular Probes͒ at pH 7.4 to experimentally investigate the imaging performance of the microscope. With a diameter of only 20 nm ͑3% of emission wavelength͒, the beads are stable point emitters to determine the instrumental point-spread function. Figures 2͑a͒  and 2͑b͒ shows scanning confocal intensity images of fluorescent beads in solution ͑20 l͒ on a common glass cover slip, recorded with both channels. Scanning the surface was performed from top to bottom and from left to right with a spatial resolution of 156 nm per pixel. The scanned area is ϳ78 ϫ 78 m with 1-ms intensity integration time. Figure 2͑a͒ was recorded with the ASL channel and Fig. 2͑b͒ with the SAF channel, respectively. Due to different detection volumes along the optical axis, different images of the same area recorded at the same time are shown. The ASL channel shows a fluorescence image of beads adsorbed at the surface of the cover slip ͑round spots͒, and bright vertical lines along the scanned direction attributed to freely diffusing fluorophores into the objective detection volume. Some longer and brighter lines are most likely due to bead aggregates diffusing slower inside the larger detection volume created by the aspheric objective. In comparison, the SAF channel ͑i.e., supercritical angle detection͒, shows only the image of the beads adsorbed on the glass surface. A signal-to-background ratio ͑S/B͒ of up to 55 was measured for the SAF channel, while a value of 10 was obtained for the ASL channel, respectively. Thus the S/B ratio measured is in line with the calculated factor of 5 between the two detection channels. 30 The background for the SAF channel arises mainly from the surface Raman scattered photons passing the emission filter. A significant advantage of the SAF-PMO objective over objective-type TIRF is that in the former geometry, the SAF emission is totally separated from the excitation light path. Consequently, the surface selectivity arises entirely in the emission path. Therefore, there is no need to filter out the excitation light with high optical density emission or dichroic filters. The missing dichroic in the SAF channel is advantageous when a FRET filter, multicolor dichroics ͑multiplexing͒ mirrors, or polarization prisms are desired. The intensity difference between the two images is mainly due to a much higher light collection efficiency of the parabolic mirror, which can be explained by the behavior of the dipole emission profile at the dielectric interface. 25, 26 Therefore, the surface-bound fluorophores can be detected with a high signal-to-background ratio without interferences of fluorescence from diffusing molecules in the bulk solution. The photons detected with the SAF channel originate entirely from the near-field emission of the fluorophores located within a distance from the interface in the order of a third of the emission wavelength. All fluorophores positioned at longer distances from the dielectric interface contribute with their emission to under the critical angle and in this way, partially detected with the inner aspheric channel.
The lateral resolution of the microscope is limited by the size of the laser focus at the glass/water interface and is identical for both detection channels. Thus, the optical focusing performance of the aspheric lens objective is the limiting factor for the lateral resolution, assuming that its back aperture plane is slightly overfilled with a well-collimated Gaussian beam. Figure 3 shows the linear cross section of an imaged bead, immobilized at the glass/water interface. A Gaussian fit gives a full-width at half-maximum ͑FWHM͒ of 510± 5 nm in the horizontal plane for the ASL inner channel ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒, and 515± 5 nm for the SAF channel ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒, respectively. The measured FWHM values are slightly higher than those calculated for confocal microscopy, which amounts to 470 nm, ͑0.5 / ͱ 2·NA͒. 36 This can be explained by taking into consideration that the aspheric lens is designed to perform diffraction-limited focusing for a higher wavelength than was used in the present experiment. Additionally, the lens was engineered to focus the light through a glass window with a smaller refractive index than that of the cover slips used. Small aberrations in the additional optic elements also alter the spatial intensity distribution and thus give a focus spot size slightly larger than the diffraction limit.
The 1/e 2 intensity dropoff in the axial direction was calculated for the ASL channel to be ϳ2.5 m, and for the SAF channel ϳ130 nm, correspondingly. Compared with conventional objective-type TIRF systems, the described microscope generates a significantly smaller excitation area at the interface. 19, 20, 37 Clearly, the excitation area for the PMO objective is much smaller than the edge illumination of objective-type TIRF systems, which can be up to few microns large. In the case of annular illumination of objectives, the focus spot at the interface can be smaller than the edge excitation, but the side lobes of the excitation profile rise rapidly ͑up to 35% of the central illumination͒ with the increasing excitation angles. 17, 20 Such excitation above the critical angle can be obtained by using an opaque disk in front of the expanded incident light, creating a donut shape for the excitation beam. Likewise, up to 90% of the incident energy is blocked in this geometry illumination. Therefore, a low angle excitation like in the present setup is more advantageous over objective-type TIRF geometries that involve high-angle illumination and hence are prone to spherical aberrations and other technical difficulties.
To determine the sensitivity of the PMO objective in the SAF geometry for detecting single molecules, a red dye as a test sample has been used. Figure 4 shows time traces for single Cy5 molecules ͑1-nM concentration͒ undergoing adsorption and desorption on hydrophilic glass cover slides. 32 Data collected in this manner allow the observation of characteristic photon bursts of single molecules diffusing through an open probe volume or of those nonspecifically attached on the glass surface. Due to the small SAF detection volume confined at the interface, the short bursts shown in Fig. 4 are most likely from single Cy5 molecules undergoing reversible adsorption on the glass surface. Because the molecules cross the detection volume or adsorb/desorb onto the surface at random times, the probability of detecting molecules at any given time follows the well-known Poisson distribution. The average number of Cy5 molecules within the SAF probe volume and 1-nM concentration is only 0.02. As a consequence, the detection volume is most of the time unoccupied ͑ϳ98% ͒, and contains one and two molecules ϳ2% and ϳ0.02% of the time, respectively. An S/B ratio of 40 was obtained for the highest peak in Fig. 4 at the given background of 6 counts per 1 ms time binning and a laser power of 40 W. The inset of Fig. 4 shows the time traces of the same Cy5 sample recorded with the confocal ASL channel ͑APD-1͒. In this case, a count rate uniformly distributed around 70 cpms was recorded. Due to a larger detection distance along the optical axis for the ASL channel, more than one Cy5 molecule may be present in the detection volume at nanomolar concentration in water. However, fluorescence bursts of single Cy5 molecules diffusing into the detection volume of the inner ASL channel with an S/BϷ 2 are detected ͑see Fig. 4 , inset͒.
We have shown before that an aspheric lens objective with an NA of 0.62 ͑i.e., only 6% of all emitted fluorescence is collected͒ can record fluorescence bursts of single Cy5 molecules in aqueous solutions down to picomolar concentrations. 35 In the case of an open sample solution, the fluorophores move in and out of the detection volume due to their Brownian motion. Hence, most analyte molecules will cross the detection volume at the edge, leading to small burst sizes. In other words, only molecules passing through the maximum of the detection volume may give rise to detectable bursts in the ASL channel. Scanning dual microscopy images obtained for single Cy5 molecules adsorbed on the cover slide are shown in Fig. 5 . An aqueous solution of Cy5 molecules ͑1-nM concentration, 20 L͒ was dropped on the surface of a glass cover slip and a scanned image with an integration time of 1 ms per pixel was performed 5 min later. A certain number of Cy5 molecules adsorb on the glass surface and shows diffraction-limited spots with count rates up to 200 kHz ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒. Signal-to-background ratios of up to 20 with a background count rate of ϳ10 kHz were obtained for the most intense pixels. Some pixels appear dark within the bright spots, specifically for single molecules that undergo blinking or single step photobleaching, which is a clear criterion for single-chromophore systems. 38 Moreover, image spots at different positions have different intensities due to different mo- lecular orientations and microenvironments. The freely diffusing molecules do not affect the scanned image in the SAF channel, as their fluorescent contribution to the total intensity is merely at the background level. On the contrary, the image recorded with the ASL channel was saturated by the presence of diffusing molecules in a larger detection volume created by the aspheric objective lens ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒.
Only a few bright spots can be seen, which are heavily overwhelmed by the large fluorescence of diffusing fluorophores in the detection volume. In this respect, Fig. 6 shows a scan image recorded in the same conditions but for a concentration of 0.5 nM of Cy5 in water ͑47ϫ 47 m͒. At this concentration, fewer molecules are adsorbed on the glass surface during the scanning time.
Decreasing the concentration results in a corresponding reduction in the frequency of adsorbed molecules, but the average characteristic parameters such as size of the bright spots and their amplitude remain constant. This indicates that single molecule events are detected with both channels. Figure 6͑a͒ shows an image recorded with the ASL channel and Fig. 6͑b͒ with the SAF channel, respectively.
As a result of the low numerical aperture of the aspheric lens in the ASL channel, the achieved signal-to-background ratio is weaker than with high aperture microscope objectives typically used in single molecule experiments. However, some of the brightest spots attributed to the single molecules adsorbed on the surface are present in both images. The arrows in both figures point to single molecule images undergoing one step photobleaching during the scan. 39 After the scan, a few bright spots were constantly illuminated until irreversible single-step photodestruction occurred. The inset ͑top right͒ of Fig. 6͑b͒ shows the count time trace recorded for one image bright spot, which resembled one-step bleaching behavior of a single Cy5 molecule.
Conclusion
We describe the design and construction of a new confocal fluorescence microscope as an alternative to the widely used objective-type TIRF systems. The supercritical angle detection technique is advantageous over epifluorescence microscopes when it is applied to the detection in complex environments where one encounters background fluorophores at distances greater than the evanescent depth. The possibility to illuminate the sample at low surface angles offers a simultaneous detection in the analyte solution. Such an excitation approach is technically easier and gives an improvement over objective-type TIRF, which requires very high angles for excitation. In practice for example, with a 1.4 numerical aperture objective, only 2.8% of its aperture can be used for TIRF illumination. Hence, correctly coupling the laser into the objective back focal plane is technically challenging. 40 On the other hand, high index glass cover slips and special microscope oil are required for the 1.65 numerical aperture objectives. 40, 41 The two-channel microscope described uses only disposables currently used in fluorescence microscopy, like common cover slips and regular microscope oil. Furthermore, it is difficult to produce an excitation spot of submicron dimensions using various TIRF methods, whereas with the geometry presented, diffraction-limited resolution is straightforward. So far, we have only used a commercially available aspheric lens with a numerical aperture of 0.62 for sample illumination. Consequently, the focusing performance of the aspheric lens is the limiting factor for the optical resolution of the microscope and the detection efficiency of the inner channel. A numerical aperture of the aspheric lens objective higher than 1.0 will give a better volume restriction ͑ϳ1 fl or less͒, optical resolution, and a superior collection efficiency for the inner channel, which is imperative in the case of single molecule detection. Currently, we are exploring a smaller geometry of the PMO explained that will fit in any turret of normal epifluorescence microscopes. The implementation to any epifluorescence geometries will be straightforward without any modification in the frame of commercial microscopes. The only technical approach needed is the separation of the two detection channels after the dichroic cube. This modification can be performed at the exit-side fluorescence ports of any upright microscope by using a 6-mm-diam mirror fixed on the center of an emission filter or a glass window, for example. Such small mirrors with an elliptical top surface for 90-deg reflection are already commercially available. Thus, two perpendicular emission paths outside the microscope main frame can be obtained easily. Detecting the volume and surface generated fluorescence simultaneously can be of great benefit in cell biology, for example, when one encounters fluorophores in the membrane and deeper inside the cell. An excellent signal-to-background ratio at moderate illumination intensity, high resolution imaging, radical reduction of the detection volume along the optical axis, and easy handling and stability, make the two-channel fluorescence microscope a nice technique for surface fluorescence measurements down to the single molecule level.
